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FAR OUT TOYS TEAMS UP WITH DISNEY TO INTRODUCE  
STAR WARS INSPIRED PULP HEROES COLLECTION 

 
(Los Angeles, CA) February 15, 2019 - Far Out Toys, a rapidly expanding force in the global toy 
marketplace, announces a new collaboration with Disney Parks, Experiences and Products that will 
feature the most popular Star Wars characters in the company’s unique, new and innovative Pulp 
Heroes three-dimensional paper bots collection. 
 
Kids’ and collectors’ favorite Star Wars characters spring into action with brand new collectible Pulp 
Heroes. Each packaged in a colorful, comic book themed protective sleeve, the flat, spring-loaded 
paper characters literally snap out of the story when ejected from their sleeves. The Pulp Heroes spring 
into action with pullback motor technology and rolling mechanisms that send them zooming into battle 
against their enemies. New characters will be introduced each season. 
 
“We are thrilled to work with Disney and be able to bring these legendary Star Wars characters to life in 
a unique and expressive way,” says Far Out Toys CEO Keith Meggs. “The Pulp Heroes’ snap-out and 
zooming action really capture the power behind each beloved character.”  
 
Star Wars Pulp Heroes will be available in Fall 2019, ranging in price from $5.99 - $9.99, for fans ages 
six and up.  
 
About Far Out Toys 
Far Out Toys Inc. is a new and rapidly growing force in the global toy marketplace, with a mission to 
innovate to the outer reaches. Far Out Toys leverages its expertise and extensive relationships with 
inventors, global distributors, IP holders and mass retailers to launch an exciting line-up of new brands 
including vehicles, arts & crafts, games, licensed collectibles, electronic toys and more, along with new 
original content. For more information, visit www.farouttoysinc.com. 
 
         
STAR WARS and related properties are trademarks and/or copyrights, in the United States and other 
countries, of Lucasfilm Ltd. and/or its affiliates. © & TM Lucasfilm Ltd. 
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